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PART I 

A DEV! TYPE OF '7RITI1TG CRE1 

Por a great riany years group instruction in Amer- 

loan schools has been to a considerable extent accom- 

pushed thovgh visual methods. The blackboar is the 

most effective means of advancing vsua1 instruction, 

and. has becore so important as to be indispensable in 

the schoolroom. While blackboards have been in general 

use for a"ooìt : c centuries, an have increased their 

useful possibilities, the. mcdern h,loplate does not 

essentially differ from the blackboards of years aso. 

The blackboard faults and disadvantages of five decades 

ago are much the same now. 

An analysis of common blackboard faults has 

shown that certain disadvantages might be avoided by 

digressing from the rule which seems to reruire a dark 

surface and a white crayon. If chalk is retained. as a 

crayon, an it must be admitted that chalk is very de- 

sirable tr this purpose, contrast can be had only by 

outlining the chalk mark against a very black or a very 

bright surface. In the latter case the white chalk 

would appear dark against the lighter background. 
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But how can a lighter background be made to retain its 

contrast with the chalk mark after several erasures? 

Siire1; not at all 1f the background is opaue. A ground 

glass surface illuminated from behind can be given any 

de,ree of brightness. The :oossibilities of such a 

screen appear worth:; of investigation. 

The possible advantages of such a screen are 

largely comparative. A consideration of the visual and 

other characteristics of established types of black- 

board will provide the basis for comparison. 
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PART II 

EXISTING TYPES OP SCRrAENS AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS 

Cnuìe forms of blackboards were in use as early 

as the thirteenth century, but the more practical tipes 

have iDeen in use only during the last two centuries. 

Until nearly 1850, black'coard.s were almost invariably 

o wood, painted or stained black, and. were generally 

on wood frames, or so fashioned as to be hung on the 

walls where need. dictated. At the present tire, Íour 

tyDes of blac:boars are in more or less corrion use. 

These are the cement plaster blackboard, the ground 

glass blackboard, the slate blackboard, and the hylo- 

plate. 

The cement plaster blackboard is made by thorough- 

ly mixing cement plaster with a dull black coloring 

matter, and spreading the mixture on wood or metal laths 

carefully so as to get a level, even surface. Its 

cheapness, its easy conformity to the walls of a build- 

ing, its possibilities for any desired coloring, and 

the readiness with which the component materialsmay be 

obtained, are its chief advantages. Its disadvantages 

are several, including absorption of moisture, tendency 

to become oily from contact with the hands, liability 



to crack or chip, change in color due to washing or un- 

even use, an the i:íiculty o getting a surface that 
will take chalk readily, evenli, and. not wastefully. 

Ground glass blac1oards were introduced in 
England about 1900, and seem to have roved. very satis- 

factory. Glass is cut into sheets to con±orr to the 
d.imensions of a specific installation. One side of the 
glass is ground evenly but lightly, so that it is 
translucent and. yet as smooth as possible. Unless this 
rindir1g is done carefully, the surface will be too 

rough or will not take the chalk evenly, aìid the writ- 
Ing will iDe rendered variable and troublesor:e. This 

ground glass surface should not feel rough to the 
fingertips, but should give a hard, snooth, velvety 
feeling if properly prepared. The opposite unground. 

surface is painted iit1i a dull black paint tinged with 
any desired. color. Vlhen the paint has dried, the glass 
i_s placed in position with the painted id.e against the 
wall. V7riting is done upon the ground. surface, the 
latter appearing dark due to the fact that the incident 
illumination penetrates the glass surface arid Is ab- 
sorbed by the black païnt at the back. This black 

paint actually appears to be a part of the glass. 
The ground glass surface cuts the crayon .iffi- 

ciently well to leave a clear even mark, but if proper- 
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ly ground does not release an undue amount of chalk 

dust into the room. The color may be made to suit any 

reouirements, for the painted side is wholly out of 

contact with dirty hands, crayons, erasers, and sponges. 

If the Rlass is set soli].y and evenly against a care- 

fully constructed back of wood or cement, very little 

sound results when the chalk is used. The glass black- 

board is impervious to moisture; cleaning may be easily 

done without injury to the surface. No glare is 

possible from the ground surface. This blackboard lasts 

indefinitely, and seems to become more satisfactory 

through use, probably because continual use roughens 

the surface more uniformly. The surface is said to be 

almost ideal in the smoothness with which it takes the 

crayon, and in the lack of noise and scratchy sensations 

when writing upon it. 

Trouble is experienced in joining plates of the 

glass blackboard, as the joints are noticeable and gather 

chalk dust. Suitable plates o1 glass are exeiisive, and 

the comparatively high cost retards the use 0± this type 

o±: blackboard. It has been said against the use oí the 

ground glass surface that it does not rive an "artistic 

line" in the teaching of srt. Por ordinary use, this is 

not objectionable. 



Slate is a natural blackboard niaterial, and. 

possesses riany desirable characteristics, both 

niechanical and visual. The slate blckboard is 0±' 

uniforni coniposition and lasts indefinately. Viear is 
negliible and hard usage does not harm the surface. 
V!asìiing the blackboard is easy, Sand does not injure 

s 

the slate, for moisture is not readily absorbed. The 

surface takes chalk easily but sparingly, an the re- 
suit Is a sharply defined riark of v.nl±'orm depth. 
Slate is pleasant to write upon and is not noisy if 
set solidlj and firmly.. Less trouble is experienced 
In erasing chalk marks from slate than ironi the hylo- 
plate surface, an a cleaner condition of the board 
results. 

A siate blackboard is relatively more expensive 
than other ty.es. The slabs commonly used are four 
feet in lenth, as greater lengths are difficult to 
obtain. These short sections result in troublesome 
joints. Another disadvantage of slate i its absorp- 
tion of oil from the hands. This oil renders the sur- 
face somewhat variable in its reflion factor, and In 
the readiness with which it takes the chalk. The 

natural color and texture of the slato cannot be chang- 

ed, and this at times. makes it di±'Icult to match 

various sections of a slate blackboard in color and 
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reflection factor. 
Specular reflection s not a prorthent fault of' 

slate surfaces. If proper precautions are observed in 
locating the blackboard with respect to the light 
source and to the observers, glare does not becone 

objectionable. But if a bright source is reflected to 
the observer, specular light ìria: becorie more intense 
than the light diffused from the chalk mark. Vision 
then becomes impossible. Such a condition can and 

does exist ii' the blackboard is carelessly placed. 
The reflection factor of chalk marks on dark 

surfaces is not the coefficient of reflection of' the 
chalk i'çself, as the mark is :eldom opaoue. The uni- 
formity and depth of the mark, therefore, influence 
its reflection factor. On a particular slate surface 
the oboerved reflection factor of the chslk mark was 

0.27. On another surface, or byusing chalk of' a dif- 
ferent cruality, the reflection factor may differ greatly 
from this value. T1IÖ coefficient of reflection o± a 

slate surface is subject to wide variations depending on 

its nuality, on its color, and ori it freedom from chalk 
dust. The coefficient of the surface observed varied 
from 0.105 to 



This sirface was cleanly erased but not washed. W1'uile 

the cli±ference in the reflection factors for cblk 
riark and slate surface does not seeni great, or even 

sufficient for good vision, the contrast aDpeared good 

and the chalk niarks were disiinct and. clear cut. 
In the construction of the hyloplate blackboard 

several Jßyers of tieavy, rpeciall,ï prepared paper are 
pressed and fastened together so as to make a solid 
board. It is prepared in large sections and is later 
cut to suit any reuirements. The outside layers are 
thoroughly impregnated with a dull black coloring mat- 
ter which may be tinged wi th a dark green pigment. 
The surface is ;iven special treaent to assure smooth- 

ness, uniformity of color, and uniformity of abrasive 
uality. 

By virtue of its low first cost, hyloplate is 
viidely used. It Is light in weight, convenient to 
handle or thip, and is nct easily broken. Since any 
lenth is obtainable, joints may be eliminated, and 

installation is not troublesome. Vlhilo the effective- 
ness of the surfcce is reduced by wear and. rough usage, 
application of a resurfacing paint villi Dartly restore 
the uallties of the original surface. The rface of 
hylcplate is even, and takes the chalk well for a time. 
On new hyloplate the chalk rrk has a iniform depth .nd 
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the edges are distinct. The ariount 0± chalk used is 
not excessive. Vtith a firm backing, this blackboard 
is not noisy. 

The life of the hyloolate is short, and in the 
long run it is usually econoiical to use a riore Der- 

iiianent type o± blackloard. Hylopiste does not wear 

well, and the air±'ace becories pitted atd rough after 
two or three years of steady use. Unless done th 
care, washing contributes greatly to the wear; scrub- 
bing is ruinous to the surface. When badly worn the 
surface is no longer rnhiorr, and. aoes not take the 
chalk evenly. Chalk is ground excessively by the 
worn surface and (ust is throvrn froii the point of 
contact. Edges of the mark are indistinct. At tines 
wear results in a hard, glazed surface which will not 
take chalk at all. In general, writing upon a hylo- 
plate surface gives one an unpleasant sensation. 
Erasing i troublesome, and invariabi: leaves a dirty 
surface. 

Hyloplate absorbs nioisture readily and warping 
or buckling results. The blackboard then becomes 

noisy to write upon. Absorption of oil ana. Lirt from 

the hands results in the surface takinR chalk badly. 
In considering the viaal characteristics of 

hyloplate, the matter of oelor is found to be of minor 
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Importance. Two colors are in general use, one a dull 

black, the other a dull black tinged with green. 

Neither of the two seems to possess any advantages 

over the other. Personal opinions often favor one 

color or the other, but seem not to be founded upon 

fac t. 

alare is enerall: considered to be one of the 

unavoidable evils in connection with blackboards and 

the suggested remedy is to locate the blackboards 

properly viith respect to the lieht sources and observ- 

ers. ?eCial attention should be given to the positions 

of windows. The blackboards should be so located that 

specularly reflected li,ht cannot reach a pupil at any 

desk in the room. This restricts the location and re- 

duces the wall space available for blackboards. In 

many instances more than a half of the clear wall space 

is useless for mounting blackboards because o± conditions 

resulting in c;lare. In several class rooms observed, it 

was found impossible to make use of more than one ten- 

foot section o± brloplate before the class as a whole. 

Two other such sections were within easy view of the 

class, but viere made useless by intense specular reflec- 

t ion. 

The extent ol the glare conditions is partially 

indicated by measurements made in several of the 
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oserve cases. Observations of surface brightness 
were taken at an angle from wMch tiae ocu1ar re- 
flection reached its inaxiiur value. Prom a badly 
worn surface the brightness oÍ a cha]k mark waè only 
one-eighth the brightness of the hyloplate background. 
Prom a highly glazed surface, the ratio of chalk 
brightness to surface brightness was only 0.09. 
Another extreme case ci' glare showed the chalk mark 

to be only one-fourth as bright as the surrounding 
blackboard; the chalk appeared dark against the bright 
background. but was not easily visible. Under more rep- 

resentative conditions t1 chalk mark was from one- 
half to three-fourths as bright as the specularly re- 
flecting background. In any of these cases, visibility 
of the chalk mark is destroyed for an observer who is 
in the path of the ecularly reflected light. 

Specular reflection from new hyloplate is not us- 
uafly troublesome. alare increases as ccntinied use 
wears do the surface. oeculsr reflection does exist, 
however, even though the arface has fficient rough- 
ness to take the chalk well. If the hyloplate becomes 

glazed, glare reaches its highest value. The only 
method of reducing sDeilar reflection scans to be i 
resurfacing, 'out the result is only temporary. Local 
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artificial 1iht1ng is at tines employed as a means oÍ 

avoiL.ng the effects o± specularly reflected. flght. 
Chalk ìarks give good contrast with a hyloplate 

backgrounä 1í the suríace is clean snd not too baily 
worn. A reduction in the reflection factor ol' the 

chalk ìiark or an increase in that of the blackboard 
results in a loss of contrast. Both factors are af- 
fected by surface wear: nonuniformity oC the chalk 
mark reduces ts reflection factor, and wear increases 
the reflection factor o the blackboard surface. The 

latter is ordinarily high because of the chalk dust 
spread over the surface by erasing. In this resect 
repeated iashings have the injurious effect of rovid- 
Ing minute cracks and recesses in which the chalk dust 
becomes embedded. 

Measurements viere made of the reflection factors 
of several good hyloplate blackboards in daily use. 
.A.ftor washing the surfaces, the average reflection 
factor from several observations was found to be 0.09. 
After ap1yIng chalk and eraEing cleanly, the same 

hyloplate surfaces showed an average reflection factor 
of 0.105. Other surfaces, more badly worn and airty 
with chalk dust, reflected 0.23 of the incident light. 
One extremely worn and dusty blackboard showed the high 

reflection factor of 0.28. 
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Por the chalk marks the reflection factors varied 
from 0.25 to 0.50 on different surfaces, .th a iair 
average of.Q.32. 

Various writers and investigators have advised 

methods of minimizing blackboard faults. shiny Lur- 

facs. should be avoided, and blackboards should roceive 
soècial treatriit in order to acouire a dull rather 
than a glossy rface. Surfaces should be kept clean 
so as to secure proDer contrast when the boards are in 
use, Recommendations are made that blackboards be 

carefully placed so that no images of light sources 
will be reflected toward the audience. Blackboards 
should never be placed between windows because of di- 
rect glare. several writers advise local artificial 
lighting for blackboards. The approved method is to 

install the reflector along the whole length oî t1 

board along thetop. The lamps should be shaded 

completely from the audience. These reflectors must 

not be fixed too closely to the blackboard or the il- 
lumination villi vary too much from top to bottom. 

The suggestion as to local artificial lighting 
fails to consider the disagreeable effect of the liit 
unon/ who is lecturing to a class, and must alter- 
nately write upon the blackboard and turn to face the 

pupils. The reflector must be placed well away from 
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the wall, and one standing between reflector and wall 

can avoid the glare from the reflector above only by 

facing the blackboard. 

These views represent the extent to which black- 

board faults can be reduced. It seems probable that 

further imrovement lies in the substitution ofatype 

of screen which avoids some of the more objectionable 

blackboard conditions. 
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'TITJAL CEARACTEIISTICS OP CRAYOII ARIC3 ON SCREENS 

The visual characteristics of crayon rks on 

screens are usually dependent on a few inportant 
conditions which are niore or 1es varialle. The 

color, intensity, anö. nature of the incident light 
have an important bearing on the effectiveness of 
the screen. The vïidth of crayon rr.rks, the aegree 

of contrast, the rEchanical characteristics of 
screen airi'ace and crayon, and the tendency to pro- 
duce glare, riust recéive consideration. Sorne 

rethod must be used to deterrilne the efiect on the 
eye of a change in any of these factors. 

An ideal set of conditions is one that permits 
normal perception ol detail with no muscular or 

retinal strain, a minimum of eye fatigue, d no in- 
jury to the eyes. Conseouently a system of measure- 
ment which tells quantitatively how nearly a given 

set of conditions approaches this ideal is very de- 

siraile. Unfortunately no method is available which 

makes these determinations. Eye strain and effects 
tending to permanently injure the eye cannot be ac- 



curately rieasured by any irect rethod. 

of the degree to vttaich ±.ne details can 

ed. can be accurate1y made, however, and. 

gives a good indication of general visw 

This factor is termed visual acuity. 

Visual acuity is a t'easure of the 
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Measurement 

be distirguish- 

the result 

l conditions. 

perception of 

detail by the eye. Under favorable conditions of il- 

lumination and contrast, the normal eye can easily 

distinguish details of vihich the greatest dimension 

subtends an angle o± one minute of arc at the eye. 

The eye is then said to have a visual JTty of 1.0, 
which is considered normal. Visual acuity is inverse- 

ly proportional to the angle subtended at the eye 

by the smallest perceptible detail 

Just as the viaal acuity of any eye can be 

measured under standard conditions, so diiferent sets 

of conditions can be compared withThne another by 

their effects upon the normal acuity of a single eye 

or pair of eyes. The ncthod followed. in obtaining 

the visual acuity of an eye reouires a test card. or 

"target, ' upon which are fine details of equal size and 

uniformity. The ophthalmologists test card. is a white 

card upon which are printed rows of black capital let- 

ters of various sizes, The letters are eculiar in 

that each is constructed of ecual squares. The letters 
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are five scuares high ana. each line consists of a 

single row of squares. The normal eye,at a istaice 

of twenty feet can just read. that row of letters from 

which a single souare subtenìs an angle of one minute 

of arc at the eye. 

Since a fltaretTl of this kind. is d.ifficult to 

construct accurately with chalk on a blackboard. or 

scroen, a simler target may be used. Several circles 

are drawn, the lines forming the circurifrences, being 

uniform and/novm wid.th. Prom the circumÍenee of 

each circle, a small section is removed eoual in 

length to its own width so thst the missing portion 

is practically a small scuare. If the observei' i at 

a fair d.istance from the chart, the circles appear 

unbroken. As the observer aproaches the chart the 

breaks become perceptible. Vflien this occurs the small 

break subtend.s an angle, which,expressed. in minutes 

of arc, measures the reciprocal of the vial acuity 
of the observer under this set of cond.itions. After 

the iirst observation, the visual acuity can be com- 

puted. from its proportionality to the d.istance at which 

the d.etail can be perceived. This method. will be used. 

in the visual acuity determinations which are to follow. 

Another test that should. be id.e in comparing the 

merits of writing screens is that of eye fatigu.e. 



Perree and Rand 'nave proposed to nasure this by the 

length of time for which normal visual acuity can be 

maintained, 

By means of these visual acuity measurements, 

some general conclusions should be reached as to the 

best conditions for good vision. However, by consid- 

ering in detail each ol' the factors affecting vision, 

it may be possible to reduce the number of measure- 

ments. 

on the subject of color, many a prejudice 

exists without the least foundation. Red is thought 

to be injurious and fatiguing to the eye; green is 

popular throuh its supposec beneficial effect on the 

eye. nearly every incividual has an aversion to 

some color or combination of colors. As for experi- 

mental facts, there is no evidence to show that one 

color is more injurious to the eye than snother. 

ìevertheless a popular prejudice st be respected. 

Without doubt, certain colors have undezirable 

psychological effects, and their continued Dresenta- 

tion to the eye nust be avoided. Bright colors are 

said to be unsuitable for protracted vision. 

It has been definitely proven that monochromatic 

light improves visual acuity by eliminating the effects 

of chromatic aberration of the eye. since this re- 



suits in an appreciable gain in visual efficiency, 

onochroratic light is desirable for certain pur- 

poses. An advantage possessed by light of the short- 

er wave lengths, violet, blue, and green, is the 

fact that at low intensities of illumination these 

colors have relatively greater effects on the retina 

than eual intensities of the longer wave lengths. 

This behavior is known as the Thrkinje effect. 

Investigations by Perree and. Rand. show that 

the color most favorable to 

intensities is yellow, with 

green, red, blue-green, and 

This is not the order to be 

Purkinje effect. The order 

sities of 0.075 foot-candle 

go visual acuity at low 

yellow-green, orange, 

blue followin; in order. 

expected from tile 

was determined at inten- 

and 0.3116 foot-candles. 

At 0.3116 foot-candles the Mazda C lamp was found. to 

give better visual acuity than yellow monochromatic 

lirht. These results do not serve as an indication 

of relative visual acuities at the higher intensities. 

Ordinarily the intensity of illumination is not 

critical in its recuirenients. With good. contrast, 

visual acuity reaches a normal value at about 5 foot- 

candles illumination, and. rises very slightly above 

this point as the illumination is increased. The kind. 

of light used affects visual acuity only in so lar as 
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color and. Intensity are concerned. There is no reason 

why daylizht and. artfioia1 1iht thou1 not be used. 

together, one to ipp1erient the other. It is held by 

certain writers, however, thct daylight nr1 art±Í'icial 
light should not be rized where the color of the arti- 
±'iciaJ. light differs greatly fron that of daylight. 

The respective characteristics of screen 
crayon, and. the suitability o± one to t'ne other, have 

a decided bearing on the visual effects produced.. Un- 

less contrast is to reßlt ±ror a color difererce, 
the re±J.ectíon factors of crayon ai screen surface 
must differ as much as her considerations will allow. 
The crayon must be stfficiently soft to produce a line 
of the desired width. Powder frofl the crayon is dis- 
tributed. over the screen surface, thereby raising its 
reflection factor and its dilfusion. The crayon mark 

is usually not uniform and. not completely opacue, so 

that the reflection factor of a crayon mark is far be- 

low that of the crayon rterial. The most desirable 
combination of screen and crayon i obtained when al]. 

crayon rrks are clean edged and. of uniform depth, and. 

erasure is possible. 

A lack of sufficient contrast reduces the visual 
acuity of the eye below the normal, and makes necessary 
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a more irtense illumination. However, an increase in 
illumination cannot corìp1ete1y overcome a lad: of 

ntrast. Weber's law states that he least Percept- 
ible difference in brightness in the tv,o halves of a 

srall field is noerly a constant fraction of the 
field's brightness, and is norrally about one per 
cent. Cobb found the least Derceptible difference 
in brightness to depend sorev.rht on tbe brightness 
eurrounding the test objec1 With surroundings bright- 
er than the test object, he found the least percept- 
ible difference in brightness to be an increasing 
fraction of the test object brightness. The sar is 
true for ãarker surroundings, but to a srialler 
Evidently the sur'oundings for a blc1rböard or writing 
screen should have a brightness between that of the 
crayon nd that of the screen. A considerable differ- 
ence in either direction would cause glare. 

In case a flat surface is illuriinated uniformly 
by one or more light sources not in the field of vision, 
contrasts on the flat surface are ordinarily due to the 
difference between reflection factors. Exceptions are 
the translucent screen and the opaque screen enploying 

color differences or contrast. On the ordinary opaoue 

screen the best visilility results from the greatest 
difference between the reflection factors of the screen 
and of the crayon. 
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Contrast by differences of color has been designat- 

ed as hue-contrast to distinguish it fron brightness- 

contrast. In the aepearance of adjacent colors it is 

usually both hue and. brightness which are responsible 

for the contrast. 

Glare is probably the nost objectionable character- 

itic of the opacue screens now in use. It is defined 

as a brightness within the field. of view of such an ex- 

cessive character a to cause disconlort or interference 

with vision. If there are spots of light in the field. 

of view of very different brightness fron their sur- 

roimdins, the eye suffers considerable strain in adapt- 

in itself to one brightness while tryin3 to distinguish 

detail in the dark part ol' the field.. 

The general subject of glare has been investigat- 

ed, and. a classification has been nade. Thet fern of 

glare which is characteristic of the blackboard is call- 

ed. ind.ireet glare, and. is a result o± specular reflec- 
tion. The amount of glare depends on the ratio of the 

quantity o± specularly reflected. light to cuantity of 

diffued light. This ratio, in turn, depends on the 

specularly reflecting characteristics of the surface. 

The position of a light source influences the 

cuantity of epecularly reflected light, the latter be- 

coming greater as the incience becomes more nearly 

grazing; but ±'recuently a lamp may be placed. in such a 
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position as -to direct the glare on the floor or sorie- 

where else vïhere it will not be troublesorie. The 

aiount of glare can be easily tetermined but such a 

determination is of little use as a guide to the 

physiological conditions nich it produces in the eye. 

Por the physiological effect of glare, no riethod of 

measurement has as yet been devised. Glare is said. 

to produce no retinal injury, and no fatigue to the 

muscles of the iris; fatigue of the eye is 'oelied 
to e asEociated with the muscles of accornodation. 

Should. contrasts o brightness within the field 
of view become too 'eat, the visibility of objects 
diminishes, and direct glare results. But 

between the object viewed snö. its background should in- 
crease the visibility of the object if both object 
and. background are illuminated. eoually. 
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PART IV 

COJSTRIJOTION OP THE TRMTSLUOETT V1RITIITG SCREEIT 

A decided deviation Iron the connon principles 

of b1ackboar1 construction an use is found in the 

seif-illunlinated. translucent screen. Essentially 
this screen nsists of a sheet of ground plate glass 

illuniinatinairectly ±roi the rear. Ordinary chalk 

crayons are used for writìn, and produce dark lines 
against the 'oriht illuminated baci:ground. In order 

to make practical comparins vth other types of 

writing screens, a nodel has been constructed. 

The sheet of plate dass used in the screen is 
60 inches long by 40 inches hh. It is 5/16 inch in 

thicimess. The width and length are sufficient to 

emphasize the importance of sectring uniform illumi- 

nation over the surface. The thickness of the plate 

is Euch as to give it sut['icient meehanicl strength 

to withstand any ordinary strain to which it may be 

subjected. A cheaper glass would do il sufficiently 
stron; to withstand ordinary strains,, jars, chalk 

pressure, and heavy tapping. 
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Unlike the opaque screens, the translucent screen has 

no backing to assist it in resisting si.rface blows or 

p r es su r e s. 

The glass was ground only on one side. During 

the grinding procese, the glass was laid on a cushion 

of newspapers spread upon a flat, solid table so as to 

avoid excessive local strains while grinding. The 

grinding tool was of lead 48 square inches in area and 

weighed about 35 pounds. 1urnber 70 carborunduri and 

water were used. The tine reouired was about two hours. 

A finer grade of carborundur vould erhaps be 

preferable inasmuch as a few rather wide scratches were 

nade at the beginning oE the grinding operation. io 

real injury to the visual tharacteristics of the 

screen is caused by these scratches. 1hen viewed under 

a nicrosco-ce of 30 dianeters magnification, the surface 

except for the few wide scratches3 apoeared uniformly 

roughened with no trace o fine scratches. 

The supporting frame for the translucent screen 

was constructed of Oregon fir. The pieces used for the 

two vertical suports and the vertical bracing are 

planed 2 x 4 stock. All other lumber used in the con- 

struction is 2 x i stock. Paper composition wall board 

(Beaver Board) encloses the illurnnating compartment. 



TMs corpartment extends 18 inches behind the surface 

of the glass and is frared. by the light boards lread.y 

nertioned. The bottom ol the glass is 42 inches above 

the floor. Four casters are attached to the baEe in 

order to permit moving the screen conveniently. 

The illumination compartment was constructed with 

a view to Dlacing the bank of lamps beneath the glass, 
in such a position as to illuminate the reflecting vialls 

of the compartment evenly. The location of the lamps 

is such as to prevent entirely any direct illumination 
of the glass surface. Direct lighting from behind 

would give the screen a spotted appearaice. 
Neither the depth of the compartment nor the 

curvature of the upper reflecting irface were worked 

out mathematically. The compartment eth of 18 inches 
was used because it gives plenty of room to mount ordi- 
nary electric lamps and also gives space to rove them 

while msking adjustments to obtain a uniform illurii- 
nation upon the reflecting surface. The method of 

adjusting the illumination consisted in raising or low- 

ering the bank of lamps, and in changing the curvare 
of the upper part of the back reflecting mrface. A 

horizontal brace near the center of the back holds it 
in the best curve. 
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The copartnet deDth of 18 inches could probably be re- 
duced sorewhat. It is likely t1t the cepth could be 

reduced by half or rore f another baiik of lar'ps were 

placed at the top of the screen. 

The entire interior o the conipartrient, with 

the exceDtion of the glass surface, was given two 

coats of a good matt white paint. This painting raised 
the reflection factor from 0.60 to 0.89, and in- 

creased the usefulness of the light by more thsn two 

hundred per cent. 

Thirteen lamps are evenly spaced along a narrow 

board exten1ing between the two main supports and 

directly beneath the glass arface. This large number 

of lamps rade it possible to perform tests at a cori- 

paratively high surface brithtness, an yet resulted. 
in an even light distribution when less illumination 
was usec'.. One to five lamps were usually sufficient. 
Mazaa B were used exciucively in the tes4. 

lowering and raisinc the lamp bank until the desired. 

uniformity of illumination resxlted., the position was 

determined in which it was finally mounted. 

The board was fastened to the supports at each 

end. by a single screw so as to 1errt rotation, partly 

to give another adjustment for even illumination, and 

partly to niske it easy to insert arid remove lamps. 



The larips used were 40 watt Mazda B. A ampie 

13 pole switch was ìrade for controlling the larips 

individually so that any corthination of then could 

be lighted. 
After assen'olinr the screen, the outer surface 

was painted. At the front of the screen cracks and 

apertures which pernitted the light to escaDe vzere 

carefully closed. 

The accoipanying photographs show the details 
of th.e screen construction. 



FRONT AND SIDE VIEW OF THE TRAITSLUCENT 
WRITING SCREEN. 
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FRONT VIEW OF THE TRANSLUCENT WRITING SCREEN 
WITH A SECTION OF TI ILLUMINATION COMPATTT 
REMOVED TO SHOW LAMP BAMK. 



RONT VIEW OF THE TRAITSLIJCENT WRITING SCREEN IN OPERATION. 



VIEW OF TRANSIIJCENT WRITING SCREEN IN OPERATION 
FROM A POINT AT A 15° ANGIE WITH THE SCREEN 
SURFACE. 



P1RT V 

TESTIi TUE TRAISLUCEITT WRITflG SCBEEN 

BeCore descrThin the v2rici's tests, certain 
observations should be stated as to tite ;rineiples 
upon whic1 the screen operates. The thief factor 
In the ì11uriination of the writing surface is not 
the diiuse transmission of the surface ite1f but 

rather the diífuse ana. uniíor illumination of the 

curved back of the illumination ccrprtment. The 

chief function of the surface itself is to take the 

chalk. The general room illumination is not, as a 

rule, the chief cause of the brightness of the chalk 

mark, for the screen illumination penetrates both 

the glass anc1 chalk mark. The transmission factor 
of the surface alone is coi'siderably more than t1t 
for the surface ana. chalk mark together. As a result 
the si'rface anears bright an the chalk mark d.ull 

by comparison. 

Another peculiarity results from tue fact that 
a chalk mark does not transmit light as vieil as the 

surface, but diffusely reflects light much better. 
1±' the room illumination is fairly high and a chalk 
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iark is viewed norìia11j to the illuminated glass 

suriace, the iark appears dark against the li-ht 
background. Transin1eion by the glass is greater 
than the combined transmission and reflection by the 

chalk ìiiark. But as an observer roves so as to view 

the screen at more acute angles the diffuse reflection 
and transmission Of the chalk becores equal to the 

transmission b- the glass, the two are of equal 

brightness. Under this conöJtion a chalk mark is 
invisible. At a still more acute angle a chalk mark 

apDears bright against the darker background due to 

light diffusely reflected by the chalk. 

A21 attempt to use colored lamps 1d not yield 
much of promise. Both red and. green lamps were tried, 
but the available intensities were too low to ve 

good effects. The illumination was striking but gave 

no real indication of vial Dossibilities. 
A Macbeth Illuminometer was used for making all 

brightness and intensity measurements and all reflection 
factor eterminations. 

Tests were made under all available conditions of 
screen illumination, and under the intensities of room 

illumination corinonly encountered. In changing the 

number of lamps to vary the screen illumination the 

grouping was rearranged to secure the best istribution. 
I 
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Por exarple, iÍ' tl'ìe thirteen 1arDs are numbered. 1 to 

13, and. one lai'np is recu1re, nuiber 7 s tirned on. 

If two 1aDps are wanted, nunibers 3 and 10 are used; 
if three, 1, 7, 13; ii' five, 1, 4, 7, 10, 13. As a 

method cl control the se ai' a rheostat would 'be very 

impractical, because of the viaste of power. Further- 
more a lamp shoi;1d be operated at its rated voltage 
in order to obtain the highest efficiency. In cil 
tests of the translucent screen, the lamps were 

maintained at their rating of 120 volts. 
The reflection factors of the chalk mark and. 

glass surface were measured under ordinary room il- 
lumination, vth no lights on in the compartment. 

These reflection factors, with a few others of interest 
are ,iven in the following table: 
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TABLE I 

REFLECT IOi FACTORS OP SEVERAL SURFACES 

I 

3urftce 

Ground Glass 0.69 

Chalk Mark on Ground Glass 0.805 

Hyloplate (good) 0.09 - 0.105 

Chalk I,lark on Hyloplate (good) 0,32 

Hyloplate (bad) 0.23 - 0.28 

Chalk Mark on Hyloplate (bad) o.3o - 0.40 

Slate 0.105 - 0.131 

Chalk Mark on 5late 0.27 

Chalk (material) 0.85 
-- 

lieiiecllng ÌiCK 01 ereen 0.89 
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VIItII the room in complete darkness the screen 

was illuminated from v;ithin at various degrees of 

brightness. The brightnesses of screen and. chalk mark 

were measured at each increrit of illumination. The 

following brightness values were taken before the il- 

lumination compartment was painted, while its reflec- 

tion factor was 0.60: 

TABI II 

BRITiIESS CEARACTERI3TICS OP TRANSLUCE1T 
SCREEI U1D TO OUTSIDE ILIULII1LTION. 

(Oompartr'ent Rflection Pactor 0.6) 

ilumber Brtness of screen Brihtness cf Chalk 
Watt Lamps Surce-Mi1li1ambert Mark - i.Iillilamberts 

o o o 

5 12.4 8.15 

10 29.4 15.7 

13 oo.7 22.35 
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Pig. 2 shows graphically the increase in bright- 

ness of the screen surface and the chalk mark as ad- 

ditional lamps are turned on. The brightnesses of 

surface and chalk mark viere individually directly pro- 

portional to the number of lamps. 

After painting the illumination compartment so 

as to raise its reflection factor to 0.89, the bright- 

ness was again measured and the follov!ing results 

obtained: 

TABLE III 

BRIGHTNESS CHARACTERI$TIC$ Cfl1 UNDER ITO 
OTJTIDE ILLUMIITàTIO1I.COIdPAPTLiTT REFLECTIOIT FACTOR 0.89 

Number 40 Brihtness of Screen Brightness o± Ch1k 
Watt Lampe 3ur3ace-Millilaztherts Mark-Llillilamberts 

o O O 

5 46.8 31.0 

10 95.6 61.2 

13 116.6 75.2 



:z i:.:;. 
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These values aro shown graphically in Pig. 3 

By increasing the reflection factor of the ilackboard 

of the conpartrent fron 0.6 to 0.89, the screen and. 

chalk brightness becanie over three times as great as 

before. 

The next rneasurenients were rade under conditions 

of use, th the room illuminated. The visual coridi- 

tions of the screen an crayon were observed under 

four intensities of room illunilnation. In addition 

to making brightness nìeasurenients, an attempt was rade 

to determine the effect of the different illuninations 

of the front and rear of' the vriting surface on visual 

acuity. The data obtained. are not to be regaraed. as 

being numerically reliable since they were obtained. 

for only one cberver. In order to compare the screen 

with hyloplate, the two viere placed. side by d.e and 

measurements made under the sanie rooni illumination. 

The blackboard. used had a relection factor of 0.146 

and. its chalk mark reflected. 0.185 of the incident 

light. The following tables show the visual conditions 

of the translucent screen under roan ifluniinations of 

3.25, 5.65, 10.45, and. 17.5 foot-candles: 
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TABLE IV 

BRIHTIESS OP CHAM MARK AND SCREEII AND VISUAL ACUITY 
UNDER 3.25 POOT-CAIIDLES ROOM ILLUMINATION 

Number Bri--ht- Briht- Visual Visual 
of 40 ness of ness of Acuity 4.uty 
Watt screen Chalk on 

Lamps Surface Mark Trans- Black- 

Millilaìi- LIillilsm- lucent board 
berts berts Screen 

0 2.3 2.8 0.7 

i --- 0.85 

3 31.0 19.7 1.02 

5 --- --- 1.10 

6 55.2 37.5 

7 --- --- 1.14 

10 97.2 61.1 

13 122.7 78.2 l.l 



ii 

1! 
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TABLE V 

BRIGHTNESS OP CHAI MARK AID SCREEN AND VISUAL ACUITY 
UNDER 5.65 POOT-CAIIDLES ROOM ILLUMINATION. 

Number Bright- Bright- Visual Visual 
of 40 ness of ness of Acuity Acuity 
7att screen Chalk Chalk Chalk 
Larro Surface Mark Mark on Mark on 

Millilari- Millilain- Trans- - Black- 
berts berts lucent boarö. 

screen 

0 3.8 4.4 --- 0.89 

i --- --- 0.555 

3 32.1 21.7 0.87 

5 51.0 34.1 0.968 

7 --- --- 1.00 

10 99.4 66.5 

126.4 81.2 1.292 
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TABLE VI 

BRIGHT1TESS OP CHALK LIARK ADD SCREEU ADD VISUAL ACUITY 
UDDER 10.45 POOT-CAflDLES ROOM ILLUMINATION. 

liumber Bright- Bright- Visual Visual 
Ol' 40 ness of ness o± Acuity Acuity 
ïatt Chalk Chalk Chalk 
Lamps screen ark Mark on Mark on 

St.rface Millilam- Trans- Black 
Millilam- berts lucent 'ooard. 
berts 

- 
Screen 

0 7.4 8.6 --- 1.16 

i --- --- 0.48 

3 36.2 26.0 0.690 

o 54.0 38.2 0.89 

'7 --- --- 1.07 

lo 102.5 66.2 

Ll.2 8.5 
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TABLE VII 

BRIGHTES OP CHAIiC MARX AITD SCREEfl AID VISUAL ACUITY 
UID 17.5 POOT-CAIIDLES ROOLI ILLUMIAIOB 

1nirer Brit- 13r1g1t- Yisuai visuai 
of 40 ness of ness of Acuity Acuity 
Watt screen Chalk Chalk Chalk 
Lamps Surface iark Marks on Marks 

Millilam- Mi1ilani- Trans- on Black- 
berts berts lucent board 

Screen 

0 13.6 15.2 --- 1.3]. 

1 --- --- 0.513 

¿ 41.o 31.0 0.685 

5 51.0 41.0 0.77 

7 --- --- 1.02 

lo 106.8 70.0 

13 L6.1 87.0 1.28 





The data of Table IV serves as the basis of Fig. 

4. The brightness of screen and crayon mark is 

slightly increased b the room illumination. The 

visusi acuity curve indicates that three lamps behind 

the screen under this room illumination (3.25 foot- 

candles) produces the same visual acuity for the 
translucent screen as for the hylonlate. 
7ith more than one lamp, the trans.ucent screen has 

the better visuel characteristics. 

The brightncs values and visual acuities under 

the conditions of Tables V, VI, and VII are represent- 

ed by the curves of Fig. 5, 6, and 7. Fig. V shows 

that the incneased room illumination has supplied a 

small increrent to the brightness vahes. The visual 

acuity, using the translucent sceen, is sorewhat less 

than it was under the lower room illumination, whereas 

the visual acuity, using the blackboard, was a little 

greater. Under this roor illurinction (5.65 foot-candles) 

five lamps were sufficient. 

Fig. VI and VII show slight gains in the screen 

brihtness. The intersection of the brightness curves 

indicata condition of equal brightness of translucent 

surface and crayon mark. Before this point is reached 

the chalk appears bright and contrasts with the darker 

surface. 
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At the intersection point the chalk mark 1eoores 1n- 

visb1e. At the lower values ci creeri Illuriination 

the visual acuity of the translucent screen becarie 

lese as the roori illumination becarie higher. At the 

conditions of greater screen brightness the visual 
acuity was not greatly affectedby changes in roori 

illumination. The visual acuity in the case 01 the 

blackboard becarie higher as the rornii illunthiation was 

increased. To obtain equal visual characteristics 
from the translucent screen, a larger number o± 

larips must be Used.. 

Usually three lamps are sufficient or the 

sc1'een illrnination. Since this screhas a suríace 

of slightly more than 15 square feet, it is likely 
that to illuminate a surface of this t'pe only 8 

watts per square foot need be allowea. orinarily, and 

15 watts per square foot at the highest room illumi- 
nation. 

In practically all the brightness determinations, 

the ratio of chalk mark brightness to screen bright- 
ness was a-oroxinately 0.64. This ratio is evidently 
a constant visual characteristic 01 crayon and screen 

surface. 

Mention has been made of the sudden dropping off 
o± the brightness of both screen cnd chalk mark ihen 
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viewed in a direction making a ll angle with the 

surface o± the screen. The difference in brightness 

was not measured, but observations were taken of 

visual acuity changes. These observations are shov 

in the following tables, under three sets of illuril- 

nation conöJtiors. 

TABLE VIII 

VIUiL ACUITY l'OR CHAIX MARXS O1 TRA1TSI1JCE1TT SCREEN 
VIEVIED AT VARIOUS AIS TO SCREEN SURFACE. ROOM 
ILLUMINATION 17.5 FOOT-CANDLES; SCREEN ILLUMINATION 
13 LAMPS. 

Angle with Norrial to Visual Acuity 
Screen Surface 

00 1.28 

15° 1.28 

1.28 

450 1.28 

60° 1.28 

75° 1.28 

9Co O 



I.2 H ).O .9 .8 .7 

Visual Pcuity 
.6 .5 .4 .3 £ .1 0 J .2 .3 4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 1.1 1.2 

900 

80° 

700 

600 

500 

400 30° 0' 0' 20' 3Q0 400 

Angle with Normal lo Screen Surface 

Fig.S. Vi5ual Acuity for Chalk Mark onTrans. Screen. 
F?oorn IlIum. 175 Foot-CandIes; Screen IlIum. 13 Lamps. 
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TABLE IX 

VISIJÂI ACUITY i'OR CHALK MARKS ON TR SLUCENT SCREEN 
VIE1ED'AT VARIOUS ANGLES TO SCREEN SURFACE. ROOM 
ILLUMINATION 17.5 FOOT-CANDLES; SCREE ILLUEflTATIOIT 
3 LAMPS. 

Angle with iornia1 to Visual Acuity 
Screen urfce 

300 

0 
71;; 

TBLE 

VISUAL ACUITY FOR OHALK LIAI? 

VIE.'1ED AT VARIOUS A1TLES T 

ILLUMINATION 17.5 FOOT-CANE 
1 LAMP. 

0.685 

0.68 

X 

ON TRANSLUCENT SCREEN 
SCREEN SURFACE. ROOM 
S; SCREEIT ILLUMINATION 

Angle Witt Nora1 to Visual Acuity 
Screen Suríace 

00 0.513 
3Q0 0.45 

46° 0 



VisuQ I 

I.2 LI ¡.0 . .8 .7 .6 .5 .4 .3 2 .5 

Acuity 
0.5 2.345 6.7 8 .9 ¡.0 1.5 i.a 

900 

800 

7Q0 

600 

400 30° 200 0' 00 0' 20° 30° 40 

Angle with 1'4orrnal to Screen Surface 

Fig.9. Visual Acuity for Chalk Mark on Trans. Screen. 
Room IlIum. 57.5 Foot-Candles; Screen rilu. 3 Lamps. 

50° 



1.2 1.1 LO .9 .8 .7 

Vis u a 

&.5-.32J 
Acu uy 
0 .1 2 4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 LO li 1.2 

90° 

oo 

700 

ZO' icir 

Angle wiTh Normal to Screen Surface 

Fiq. IO. Visual Acuity 
tor Chalk Mark onTraris. Screen. 

Room IUum. 17.5 Foot-Candles; Screen II!urrì. I Lamp. 

60° 

500 
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The conditions of the foregoing tables are 

graphically represented in Fig. 8, 9, and 10. The 

disaDpearance of the chalk nrks is a characteristic 

observed only when the rooni illurtination is high, and. 

the screen brightnss is low. With a sufficient 

nuriber of 1arps in use, the point of chalk iiark in- 

visibility can be rd.e 9Q0 to the fornai to screen 

surface. 

5everal mechanical characteristics of the trans- 

lucent screen surface were noted in connection with 

the use of chalk. The surface takes the chalk well 

and a clear uniform line results. The width of chalk 

marks varies from 0.15 cm. to 0.60 orn., or about the 

same as for chalk mcrks on hyloplate. The chalk is 

not ground excessively by the ground glass surface, 

and no dust is e:iven off by the crayon in writing. 

Erasures 01' chalk marks are very easily nade 

and a clean surface results. The diffusion of the 

screen surface seems actually to be improved by 

erasures due to the spreading of fine chalk rust. 

When necessary, washing can be done very rapidly and 

without any particular care as to the surface. An ex- 

cess of water should not be used. as it seeps around 

the edges of the.glass and leaves stains in the illumi- 

nation compartment. 
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The noise accoranyin writing is sorewhat objec- 

tionable and is doubtless due to the Lact that the 

glass is not pressed tightly aainst a backing. At 

tires a high-pitched sound results froTn passing the 

chalk over the ground glass surface. This does not oc- 

cur ordinarily, and probably is caused by a lack of 

uniformity in the ouality of the chalk. 

cl 



PART III 

COMPARISO1 OF THE TRAITSLUCETT WRITING 

SOREE1I VIITH EXISTING TYPES OF VIRITflTQ 

SCREE1S 

A comparison of the trcnslucent writing screen 

with screens now in use shows that the former is in 

many respects a decid.ed improvement. 

The life of the translucent writing screen is 

ind.epend.ent of the amount of normal ue and. may last 

indefinitely. Iii this respect it is similar to slate 

and. much superior to hyloplate. 

.iriting upon the round glass surfce leaves a 

mark which is as clean andd.istir1ct as a mark upon 

elate, or even more so. Hyloplate is much inferior 
in it way of taking the chalk. 

Erasures which detract from the effectiveness 

of hylolate and slate iinrove the visual oualities of 

the translucent screen. 

Washing of the 'ound glass surface is seld.oni 

necessary and is easily accomplished. Other types of 

screens reouire almost dEily washing when in active use. 
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The translicent writing e.reen is more noisy than 

the other types o screens which are backe against 
board or plaster. 

The translucent writing screen is sel±-1ighting, 
and, unlike other screens, is independent of external 
liz'hting except ct high values o room illuminations 
and to these it can be adjusted easily by simply turn- 
Ing on more lamps. 

Glare, which 'rovides such a serious objection 
to the use of blackboards in general, is éntirely 
absent from the translucent roun glass surface. 

The contrast of chalk marks to screen surface 
is less in the case of the translucent screen but this 
does not seem to affect vision noticeably. 

Although the visual acuity measurenents were not 

numerous enough to be reliable, the results obtained 
indicate that the translucent screen at proper briht- 
nesses is superior to hloplate. The fact that the 

contrast i better between chalk r.rk and. hyloplate sur- 
face than between chalk mark arid illuminatscreen sur- 
face, throws some donbt upon the acuity reasurements. 
It can be said, however, that the comparison is not as 

might be expected from a consideration of eontrast. 
The appearance of the translucent screen with its 

ground glass surface is nuch better than the dusty black 



si.irface of hyloplate or slate. VIith no Inside 
illuriination the reflection factor of the ground glass 
surface an1 reflecting 'oack is 0.69 compared to about 

0.10 for slate or hyloDlate. 

The depth of the translucent screen puts it at 
a disadvantage when comared with other tes of 

screens. The thickness of blacthoard is neligible and 

allows it to be attached to a wall v;ith no waste of 
space; whereas. the translucent screen in its resent 
form renuires 18 inches of space behind it for illumi- 
nation. A good installation involves many detailed 
adjustments, with the illumination and electric wiring 
to complicate matters. A reduct±oi of the ditnce 
appears to be entfrely feasible and will be tried in 
the near future. 

The cost of the traiislucent screen i's consider- 

ably more than any o the opaoue screens. A higher 
fixed cost results from the eater invesent recuired. 

in installation. To the fixed cost must be adaed the 

operating cost, which is not excessive if the screen 
is Properly used. The operating costs consist of the 
lamp replacements and the cost o électric energy. The 

rate of using electricity may be assumed as 15 watts 
per souare foot of surface while the screen is in use. 
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Iii conclusion several suggested applications of 

the translucent writing scoen will be listed. The 

screen can be used. to advantage n rooìs in vïhich blaok- 

bo&ras have roven unsatisfactory. It may be very 

effectively used in stock exchanges, in railway stations, 

an for display advertiring. It may be pirt to various 

unustal uses; a diagram ocn be projected. upon the screen 

and lines added as required. Coordinates and other 

forms such as outline r'aps can be drawn on tracing cloth, 

mounted upon rors, and when needed drawn down behind 

the ground glass so as to cast a shadow upon the screen. 

In fact, it is felt that many difficult and unusual 

roblems oi visual instruction can be solved by its aid. 
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